Design Guidelines for
the Heritage Commercial
District of Historic Etowah
Produced for the City of Etowah, TN
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VISION STATEMENT
The vision of the Heritage District Advisory Board is to develop a vibrant and sustainable “downtown” in
Historic Etowah, with a unique sense of place that honors its past while embracing its future.

MISSION STATEMENT
The mission of the Heritage District Advisory Board is to create the Design Guidelines for the Heritage
Commercial District of Historic Etowah.
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INTRODUCTION
Historic Significance, Local Heritage and Design Guidelines:
Design Guidelines are widely used by cities, large and small, to identify and describe exterior building
and streetscape features important in defining the city’s heritage, or its historic context and character.  
They describe planning and development approaches applicable to any exterior projects undertaken by
owners of real estate in the designated district. The guidelines are triggered by changes originated and
proposed by the owner/s of the real estate, or by owner actions resulting from enforcement of building
codes, zoning or any other applicable ordinances or laws. The Design Guidelines are intended to ensure
continuity with preferred examples of buildings and streetscapes within the designated heritage district.  
The Design Guidelines DO NOT implement or enforce historic preservation standards.
A property owner must obtain a Certificate of Compliance with the Design Guidelines prior to the city’s
issuance of any construction/building permit, or any work is started. The Design Guidelines are not
intended to dictate to a property owner that he or she must undertake changes to an owned facility.
They become part of the construction/building permit process when an owner determines an exterior
change or update is needed for any real estate he or she may own, or when owner changes are required
by zoning, building codes, or any other applicable ordinances or laws. The use of Design Guidelines is
intended to be “reactionary” in that it applies to actions initiated by the property owner.  They serve as
a guide when implementing building-owner desired or other required changes to building exteriors and
streetscapes.
Heritage Commercial District of Historic Etowah:
Heritage can be defined broadly to include all environments passed down from previous generations
which current residents of Etowah value for reasons beyond utility.  Such environments encompass
landscapes, streetscapes, real property and other historic or culturally significant community real estate
that record and express Historic Etowah’s long process of cultural development.  Historic Etowah’s
heritage is a positive tool that can be used to enhance growth and change while forming a foundation for
commercial development in downtown Etowah now and into the future. Studies have shown that Design
Guidelines protect existing property values and add value to the community through Heritage Tourism.
A district is defined as an area or region set aside or grouped together as one specific area for
administrative purposes.  It is important to consider how changes might impact the “look and feel” of
specific areas within the “downtown” Heritage Commercial District of Historic Etowah.  
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The proposed Heritage Commercial District of Historic Etowah has the following boundaries:
•Tennessee Avenue frontage (both sides of street) beginning at Fifth (5th) Street and ending at
Twelfth (12th) Street.
		
•Ohio Avenue frontage (both sides of street) beginning at Seventh (7th) Street and ending at 		
Eighth (8th) Street.
•Ohio Avenue east side frontage (one side of street – non-residential) beginning at Eighth (8th)
Street and ending at Tenth (10th) Street, and beginning at Eleventh (11th) Street and ending at 		
Twelfth (12th) Street.
The Heritage Commercial District of Historic Etowah, as outlined by the above criteria and illustrated in
the map below, includes not only the property “frontage” but the total footprint for each specific property
(improved or unimproved) as detailed, defined and illustrated in the official recorded plat for each
site.  The portions of all primary streetscapes (avenues and streets) and secondary streetscapes (alleys)
flowing through and within the boundaries of the Heritage Commercial District are also subject to Design
Guidelines compliance.
All properties in the heritage district are subject to Design Guidelines approval when any changes are
planned for the exterior of existing property.  Exterior includes the top/roof, front, back, sides and
bottom/foundations of structures, paved parking surfaces and any other exterior finished surfaces,
including but not limited to, primary and secondary buildings, service areas, fencing or containments,
signage and lighting, secondary entrances/exits, rear/side parking and any other exterior property
changes to structures or support spaces.
As of the date for the legal implementation of the Design Guidelines by the city, a Certificate of
Compliance is required for any and all exterior work within the heritage district. All exterior changes,
originated by the owner/s of the real estate, or by owner actions resulting from enforcement of all
applicable federal, state and local laws or ordinances undertaken within the defined district, are subject to
compliance with the Design Guidelines prior to the issue of a Construction/Building permit.  
The Design Guidelines do not apply to existing properties until exterior changes are planned.  However,
once a property change triggers the Design Guidelines process for a specific property, any and all future
changes by the existing owner or all potential future owners, require Design Guidelines approval prior to
the issue of a construction/building permit.  
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Design Guidelines Goals and Objectives:
The primary goal of the Design Guidelines is to inspire merchants, property owners and local government
to work together to create a unified and attractive city image.  As demonstrated across the country,
promotion of high aesthetic standards and maintenance of heritage/cultural features important to the
community are beneficial to stimulating growth and vibrant commercial activity.
The Objectives of the Design Guidelines are as follows:
•To produce enforceable guidelines for maintaining and enhancing the small town historic
character and heritage resources of the Heritage Commercial District of Historic Etowah
•To produce enforceable guidelines, including facility setbacks, height, width and over all scale
for renovations, new construction and all required exterior changes, that are compatible with
existing or historically documented aesthetics, architectural styles and streetscapes within the
Heritage Commercial District.
•To produce enforceable guidelines for all aesthetic and other exterior facility changes within the
Heritage Commercial District that will benefit both the community and businesses, through publicprivate partnerships to establish and maintain a high aesthetic standard.
Description of Historic Etowah:
Most buildings in downtown Etowah on or near Tennessee Avenue were constructed between the 1920’s
and the 1950’s.  Original buildings from the early 1900’s were mostly of wood construction until the “year
of brick”, when many wooden buildings were replaced with brick structures while highway improvements
were made.  Typically, the commercial blocks on Tennessee Avenue after the “year of the brick”, were
composed of similar brick or masonry facades, creating a rhythm of repeating parts.  Store fronts housed
various shops, department stores, hardware stores, barber shops, hotels, pharmacies, snack bars and
restaurants.
Throughout the 1920 to 1950 time period, building facades were designed such that the building heights
were similar (mostly 2-3 stories), with similar widths or repeating modules.  They had similar setbacks,
proportions composition and materials.   Most buildings were two stories, with hotels topping out at
three to four stories. The typical façade of a building of this era included a large display window, capped
by a lower cornice or a simple trim, located at or near the top of the sidewalk/pedestrian level. The upper
levels were typically used for non-commercial purposes with similarly sized and shaped windows and
trim, set into a masonry wall. Some buildings had a second ornamental cornice at the top edge of the
front of the building facade.
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Most buildings along Tennessee Avenue, the “main” street through “downtown” Etowah, were located
on the West side with the East side reserved for dedicated parks, the L&N Depot, various specialty service
buildings and open green space.  Very few commercial facades on the West Side remain without extensive
remodeling.
There are several that currently reveal similarities to the original character and style, such as the
buildings once housing the Rule furniture stores and Copenhaver’s jewelry store, Southern Heritage,
Johnson’s Department Store and several storefronts near Johnson’s.  Those buildings along with historic
photographs or other available historic records should be used to review all of the remaining structures.
That analysis should be documented and used to create an “existing” baseline for approval of all future
changes prior to issuance of a Design Guidelines Certificate of Compliance.
Demolition of existing buildings will not be allowed without a Design Guidelines review.  A Certificate of
Compliance must be issued prior to beginning any demolition or construction for the subject building and
site.
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DESIGN GUIDELINES PRINCIPLES AND CRITERIA
Principles:
•Maintain the Character and Context of the Heritage Commercial District of Historic Etowah:
•The Design Guidelines should help create a sense of community and cohesiveness with existing
or planned surrounding buildings and streetscapes.
•Incorporate and Maintain Traditional Building Elements:
Restoration, renovation, remodeling and new construction should be compatible with historically
appropriate facades, including materials, architectural details, textures and colors, setbacks, heights and
widths, as remain visible to date, or as discovered through research, photographs and other historical
records.
Criteria:
Criteria to be considered for maintaining a continuity of “look and feel” throughout the Heritage
Commercial District of Historic Etowah include:
•Simplicity: use simple forms and shapes that are like or similar to other heritage buildings, or
those exhibiting approved heritage improvements.
•Scale: when making updates or building a new facility, be sure it “fits” or is not seemingly larger
or smaller than other nearby buildings by controlling building setbacks, heights and widths.
•Materials: use materials that enhance one’s ability to see the “historic character” as related to
the overall neighborhood heritage.
•Compatible Design: make sure new construction blends with the shape, forms, materials, set
backs, heights, and widths, and any other unique heritage design details; keeping in mind new
construction does not have to “imitate” historic or renovated buildings, but should be seen as
products of their own time, mixing easily with the character of existing appropriately restored and
renovated structures or streetscapes nearby.
•Compliance: all owners implementing new buildings or updates to existing facilities or sites must
demonstrate how their project will comply with the Design Guidelines for the Heritage
Commercial District of Historic Etowah.  They will do this by participating in a Design Guidelines
approval process linked to zoning approval and the construction/building permit processes.
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BUILDING COMPONENTS
Brick and Stone:
To create a unified theme in the Heritage Commercial District, one should select compatible brick and
stone types, masonry details and mortar, wood siding and details, that are compatible with the best
local Historic Buildings (such as L&N Depot, Carnegie Library and Enterprise Building) or other heritage
buildings nearby.
Any brick and stone for repair, replacement or new construction should match existing or nearby
approved materials as closely as possible with respect to size, texture, and color range.  Sample materials
and finishes should be identified for approval before a Design Guidelines Certificate of Compliance is
issued and construction/building permits can be obtained.
Facades originally composed of brick or stone should be re-pointed and cleaned to a condition indicative
of their original finish.  Feasibility of restoration should always be considered prior to painting the brick or
stone since it will be difficult if not impossible to reverse the process.  Specific approval, including colors,
is required prior to painting existing, non-painted brick or masonry surfaces.
Materials and finishes should be compatible with existing heritage materials, historic photos, blend
accordingly, or set the standard for new development.

Inappropriate wood over brick.

Original brick facade.
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Siding:
All materials and finishes should be of a durable, commercial quality and chosen to lend a contextually
appropriate appearance to nearby or adjacent heritage materials.  It is unacceptable to use synthetic
veneer finishes such as vinyl or aluminum siding, faux brick or stone and other non-commercial materials
such as wood and asphalt shingles to cover or replace heritage materials.
The use of sustainable materials and energy conservative materials in building design is encouraged.  
Materials and finishes should be compatible with existing heritage materials, historic photos, blend
accordingly, or set the standard for new development.

Inappropriate faux stone added to facade.

Original brick under faux stone.

Metal slipcover added to building facade.

Inappropriately sized replacement windows
and vinyl siding.
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Windows:
Windows should be recognized for the interest and character they add to a façade. Openings, windows,
and decorative trim should be kept consistent with the original design of the building.  Patterns of
fenestration are encouraged that repeat from one building to the next, creating a visual rhythm and a
sense of continuity among structures along the streetscape.  Changes of any kind to fenestration should
consider neighboring fenestration or historic photos, blend accordingly, or set the standard for new
development in the area.
When updating existing buildings or constructing new ones, window patterns should not be broken by
blocking openings or by using undersized or oversized windows that are inconsistent with the original
design of the building. Rhythms carried throughout the block such as those established by storefronts,
windows and door spacing should be kept similar to rhythms of other nearby heritage facades.
Replacement windows should match the original heritage window units in profile, size, proportion,
materials, mullion types, detail and style. Tints on any glass replacements require a design guidelines
approval.  Mirror glass with color reflective finishes are not acceptable.  
Unique existing window shapes and sizes should be retained, especially special features such as transoms
or windows containing stained glass or leaded glass. It is preferable to repair, caulk, and repaint such
unique features and avoid replacement.
Walls without windows should not be permitted on a main entrance wall visible to pedestrians and
vehicles. Walls without windows are appropriate on zero lot line perimeters not visible to the public or
that were previously not visible to the public prior to demolition of adjacent structures.  Original end of
block/corner buildings that did not have windows originally are not required to have windows.

Inappropriately sized
replacement windows.

Inappropriately sized
replacement windows.

Restored original windows
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Doorways and Entrances:
Accessible entrances should be maintained or constructed so as to maintain the architecturally
appropriate commercial character of building facades.  Non-commercial or residential style designs and
materials are not acceptable for doorways and building entrances in the Heritage Commercial District.
Materials and finishes should be compatible with existing heritage materials, historic photos, blend
accordingly, or set the standard for new development.

Inappropriate entrance modifications.

Appropriate doors and entryway.

Storefront Design and Display Area:
Historically, the storefront is well defined with expansive glass for displays.  It is often capped by a sign
board and/or storefront cornice.  The display windows are also often set on raised floors with upper glass
transoms that historically provided light and ventilation.
New designs should exhibit similar features, although such elements as transoms and other historic
trends can be treated in new and innovative ways.  Storefront guidelines should consider:
•The proportion of a storefront should be consistent with the proportions of the entire building  
façade.  It should respect the original storefront opening, proportion of glass, and profile including
height, width and set back.
•Any significant features or materials that still exist should be maintained.  Any such features that
are hidden behind inappropriate, non-commercial coverings such as vinyl, aluminum, wood, or  
other non-commercial materials should have those coverings removed and the original materials
repaired and reused to the extent feasible.
•If a storefront is a good example of the style of its era, it should be maintained as part of the  
heritage of the building and the streetscape.  A mix of heritage storefront styles from different eras  
can add to diversity and vitality.  It could be appropriate for a historic structure from a different
time or style to exist adjacent to another historic structure from another time or style.
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•The proportion and material of the entrance door design should be compatible with the
storefront’s style and material.  Non-commercial styles and quality of materials are not acceptable.
•Any planned or proposed external “art” such as murals or other similar signage must receive a
Certificate of Compliance with the Heritage Commercial District Design Guidelines prior to
beginning any preliminary façade preparation or installation.
•Materials and finishes should be compatible with existing heritage materials, historic photos,
blend accordingly, or set the standard for new development.
Display Windows:
Storefront glass facades intended for display should maximize the expanse of glass for the pedestrian’s
view of displayed items.  The display window should be treated as an important aesthetic element to
attract customers and curious pedestrians.  
Display window lighting should be designed to focus on the items displayed.  The lighting source should
be concealed from the pedestrian’s view or be a part of the display or building design.
Tints on any glass replacements require design guidelines approval.  Mirror glass with color reflective
finishes are not acceptable.  Materials and finishes should be compatible with existing heritage materials,
historic photos, blend accordingly, or set the standard for new development.

Cluttered storefront window.

Attractive storefront window.

Display windows closed in.

Nicely displayed storefront
window.
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Facades:
Building facades should incorporate architectural elements and finish details to create a unified building
image, so all components appear integral to the whole, and relate appropriately to neighboring or nearby
heritage facades in terms of setback, height, and width.
Historically, the portion of the building façade above storefronts reflects a non-commercial use, with
simple cut-out openings in a masonry wall. Many times they are capped by an upper cornice. The lower
and upper cornices create horizontal breaks that are part of a cohesive and rhythmic profile. New designs
should maintain treatments similar to or blending with existing facades, heritage photos or otherwise
believed historically correct divisions. This should create a lower commercial storefront façade and an
upper or non-commercial façade blending with heritage facades adjacent or nearby. All materials and
finishes should be of a commercial quality.

Building Height

Setbacks
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Substantial removal of an architecturally distinctive heritage façade is not acceptable. Neither is covering
or recovering an architecturally distinctive heritage façade.
Buildings that have side or secondary facades should give the same level of attention to the secondary
façade as the primary. This is especially important if the building is on a corner lot, or has a vacant lot
on one or more sides. Any exterior “art” or large scale signage proposed for such facades require a
Certificate of Compliance with the design guidelines.
Materials and finishes should reflect existing heritage materials, historic photos, blend accordingly, or set
the standard for new development.

UPPER
CORNICE
BRACKET
WINDOW
HOOD
DOUBLEHUNG
WINDOWS
MID-LEVEL
CORNICE
TRANSOM
WINDOW
ENTRY DOOR
DISPLAY
WINDOW
DOOR TO
UPPER LEVEL
BULKHEAD

Colors and Materials:
Colors and materials used for buildings, facades, signs and awnings in the Heritage Commercial District of
Historic Etowah should comply with the following guidelines:
•Colors of exterior materials, signs, windows frames, cornices, storefronts and other building
features should be coordinated and harmonize with each other and surrounding buildings.
•Colors of exterior materials chosen for an entire façade or building should relate to and be
compatible with the color of any adjacent approved heritage building materials as well as the
historic character of the streetscape.
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•Colors of exterior materials that appear overly bright or stark should not be used, either for
building features or for entire facades.  Note that the appearance of brightness or starkness will
vary depending on the amount of surface area used.
•A building’s overall color scheme including signs, awnings, canopies, facades and trim should be  
limited to a maximum of three (3) or four (4) coordinated colors.
•Where color contrast is desired, one should limit the use of secondary colors to doorways,
window trim, awnings, and canopies, and/or obvious structural designs on or a part of original or
approved renovated surfaces.
•Most existing Heritage Commercial District buildings were constructed between the 1920’s and
1950’s.  Paint manufacturers’ “historic colors”, as defined by different paint brands and suppliers,
should be used for early 20th century buildings. Brighter accent colors from the Victorian era,
if approved, may be appropriate for trim and façade details if compatible with the overall color
scheme.
•If a building’s condition requires that paint be applied over materials such as brick, brownstone,
etc. the paint should be chosen to resemble the building’s original natural tones and blend well  
with adjacent building approved colors and materials. Decisions to paint unpainted brick or
similar materials and finishes should be made only after evaluating the option of restoration with
the same materials and mortars.  A Certificate of Compliance with Heritage Commercial District
Design Guidelines, including color selections, is required prior to painting any existing, non-painted
brick or masonry surfaces.
Materials and finishes should be compatible with existing heritage materials, historic photos, blend
accordingly, or set the standard for new development.

No!

Yes!
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Awnings and Canopies:
Storefronts can have awnings to provide pedestrians with shelter from sun and rain, unless the building
is physically unsuited.  The form of the awning should complement the building’s style and character
and should relate to the shape of the windows and doors it covers.  They should not contain residential
elements such as plywood roof structures and fiberglass or wood roof coverings.  All awnings and
canopies must be constructed of appropriate low maintenance commercial materials.  Residential
materials are not appropriate in a commercial setting.
Awnings should be in proportion to the building façade and should match the width of the storefront,
windows or door openings.  They should not extend above the lower storefront cornice if part of the
façade separating the storefront from the upper non-commercial portion of the building façade remains
in place. Awnings should maintain the overall symmetry of the building and align with other building
awnings. Typically they are suspended from the building and not supported by street side columns.
Street side columns should not be used unless approved as appropriate in specific situations.
Materials and finishes should be compatible with existing heritage materials, historic photos, blend
accordingly, or set the standard for new development.

Inappropriate sized awning using wood shingles.

Proper sized cloth awning.
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Signage and Lighting:
The design of any signage should be integrated into the façade.   If separately attached the design should
be of an appropriate size and shape.  If applicable, signage framing should be compatible with the facade.  
Signage should incorporate materials and finishes harmonious with the building’s overall style and design.  
Signs for multiple storefronts should appear to align with each other.  
Signage should primarily be designed to attract pedestrian interest and secondly, if not a distraction, that
of vehicular traffic.  A sign’s size and scale should be in proportion to the size and scale of the street level
façade or free standing building to which it is attached.  Façade signs should not extend into the upper
portion of the heritage façade above the storefront.  It should not distract from either the upper or lower
sections of the façade.  Optimally signage should be incorporated into the design of the building and not
treated as an unrelated independent entity.  
Exposed fluorescent tubing should not be used.  Original neon signs and other signs of architectural merit,
(eg. Gem Theatre) should be maintained and/or replicated as feasible.  Any exterior “art” such as murals
requires a Certificate of Compliance with the Heritage Commercial District Design Guidelines.
Temporary window signs and coverings are discouraged, as are unprofessional hand painted signs that
do not reflect the desired style and features of the building or those nearby.  Window coverings in
commercial areas of the building façade should not be of a residential nature.  Residential drapes or other
such fabrics, materials and colors not appropriate for commercial installations should not be used.  
Paper should not be used to cover parts of the façade windows. If used for temporary covering, paper
should be of a light neutral color (eg. single color butcher paper, NOT newspapers). Seams should not
show significantly.  The paper should neatly cover all of the glass areas.  Any signage should be aligned
vertically and horizontally with the glass opening.  Signage should not cover more than 5-10% of the
portion of glass storefront in which it is placed.  Any paper coverings and temporary signs used during
construction should be dated and removed within one to two days after construction is completed.  
Temporary signs not related to construction, both inside and outside a building or façade should be dated
and removed no more than fourteen days (two weeks) from the date of installation.  
During renovation or periods of extended vacancy, temporary water based paint, in a light neutral color,
sprayed on the inside of the glass is preferable to paper. When views into the building must be obscured
for longer term the temporary, water based paint should be applied to the inside of all commercial
storefront glass including glass doors and other existing glass openings.  This will create a consistent,
professional aesthetic from the outside in.  (TBD: identify and include specific paint specs and vendors)
The design of exterior lighting should consider the type and style of the fixture in relation to the style,
size and materials of the building or streetscape it is illuminating.  All existing federal, state and local laws
concerning lighting and signage must be met to obtain a Design Guidelines Certificate of Compliance.  
Materials and finishes should be compatible with existing heritage materials, historic photos, blend
accordingly, or set the standard for new development.
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Cardboard to cover windows.

Handmade signs.

Example of appropriate
signage.

Temporary window sign.

Fluorescent Lighting and
Signage.

Example of appropriate
signage.

Residential curtains used.

Inappropriate oversized sign.

Professional painted window
sign.
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Service Areas and Parking:
Service areas for trash dumpsters, mechanical equipment, loading docks, specific unsightly business
related products for sale or lease, and any other business related service and inventory needs deemed
inappropriate or an eyesore, should be located away from primary streets and major pedestrian and
vehicular views.  Such unsightly areas should be limited in size and concealed from view by attractive,
finished solid fencing compatible with the immediate environment in color and design.  Access to trash
dumpsters should allow service vehicles to access the dumpsters easily, but fully shield pedestrian views
when not being serviced. Evergreen plant material should be used to soften the aesthetic images created
by any solid fencing to the extent feasible.
Parking lots, both temporary and long term should be designed to enhance the pedestrian experience
through attention to lighting, textures and details of pavement, walks, and curbing.  Materials other than
concrete and asphalt such as brick, stone and granite should be considered.  Off street parking for cars,
both temporary and long term should be designed to enhance pedestrian and vehicular views. Along
with aesthetically compatible solid fencing, use of green spaces, trees, flowers and planting areas are
encouraged, as is appropriate lighting for safety and aesthetics.
Materials and finishes should be compatible with existing heritage materials, historic photos, blend
accordingly, or set the standard for new development.  All existing federal, state and local laws concerning
service areas and parking must be met to obtain a Design Guidelines Certificate of Compliance.

Service area located on street in view of
pedestrian and vehicular traffic.

Well landscaped parking lot.
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City of Etowah, Tennessee
Certificate of Design Compliance Application
A Certificate of Design Compliance from the Etowah Design Review Commission is required for all exterior
changes to local sites, buildings, structures and signage located within the Heritage Commercial District of
Historic Etowah. Prior to submitting an application for a building permit, applicants proposing to paint, stain,
or construct, reconstruct, significantly alter, remove, or demolish any exterior architectural detail, including
signage, pertaining to and/or part of any property within the Heritage Commercial District must receive an
approved Certificate of Design Compliance.
Activities involving routine and ordinary maintenance, in‐kind repair, or replacement which does not involve a
change or alteration to the architectural heritage, value, style or general design shall NOT require the review
and approval of a Certificate of Design Compliance. Any painting and/or staining of new or existing exterior
colors, other than previously approved colors, requires a Certificate of Design Compliance prior to beginning
any such activities.
Design Guidelines for the Heritage Commercial District of Historic Etowah:
Applicants proposing alterations should refer to the Design Guidelines for the Heritage Commercial District of
Historic Etowah. A complete copy of this document is available at Etowah City Hall, 723 Ohio Avenue, Etowah,
TN or may be downloaded at: www.cityofetowahtn.com

Project Information
Name (Property Owner):
Address/Location (Property):
Legal Description (Recorded Plat Info):

Applicant Information
Name:
Mailing Address:

Phone #:

Mobile #:

Email:

1

Description of Work
Describe the proposed alterations, changes, or maintenance work including painting or staining for each
category (if applicable), in the spaces provided below. State the alteration and provide information
concerning the finish, texture and color range of the material. The Etowah Design Review Commission may
require submission of product samples and other technical information pertinent to design review decisions.
Desired Start Date:

Proposed Completion Date:

CATEGORY
1. Brick and Stone:

2. Siding:

3. Windows:

4. Doorways and Entrances:

5. Storefront Design and Display Area:

6. Display Windows:

7. Facades:

8. Colors and Materials:

9. Awnings and Canopies:

10. Signage and Lighting:

11. Service Areas and Parking:

12. Other Information:
2

Please include and attach the following when the application is submitted.
1. For all planned paint color and/or stain applications a color chip including vendor product name and
specifications (color name, numbers and mixing specifics).
2. A design drawing or sketch of the proposed changes or alterations that clearly indicates proportion and
scale of any and all planned changes.
3. For signage, the sketch or drawing should accurately illustrate the size of the sign, illumination type
size of lettering, and sign’s location on the building.
By signing this application, the applicant confirms he or she has reviewed the Design Guidelines for the
Heritage Commercial District of Historic Etowah, and to the best of his or her understanding submits this
application as a proposal that meets the intent of the Design Guidelines for the Heritage Commercial District
of Historic Etowah.

Signature of Applicant:

Date:

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY
Date of Filing:
Date of Notice posted on project Site:
Date of Notice of adjoining property owners:
DECISION:
Approved

Disapproved:

Comment:
Date Applicant Notified:
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PROCEDURE: How do I apply for a Certificate of Design Compliance?
1. CALL. Call the City of Etowah Codes Enforcement Officer at (423) 263‐2202 EXT. 2 or by email at
commdev@cityofetowahtn.com to obtain information about how to proceed.
2. OBTAIN AND REVIEW. Obtain and review a copy of The Design Guidelines for the Heritage
Commercial District of Historic Etowah. The Guidelines must be observed for any and all external
alterations or repairs for sites, buildings, structures and/or any other exterior changes made within
the designated Heritage Commercial District of Historic Etowah. Copies of the Design Guidelines are
available from Etowah City Hall, 723 Ohio Avenue, Etowah, TN or may be downloaded at:
www.cityofetowahtn.com
3. PREPARE APPLICATION MATERIALS. A completed application for a Certificate of Design Compliance
must include the following:
•

A completed Certificate of Design Compliance Application (previous document)

•

A proportional, scaled sketch or drawing illustrating the proposed alteration or sign

•

A written statement describing the type of change or alternation for each of the categories
included in the Design Compliance Application to provide information that will enable
reviewers to determine the changes in each category (if applicable) meet the intent of the
Design Guidelines. Include a description of changes and material finishes including texture
and color range.

•

If painting or staining, a color chip including vendor product name and specifications (color
name, numbers and mixing specifics) should be included.

•

If requested, be prepared to submit product samples and other technical information
pertinent for design review decisions.

4. SUBMIT APPLICATION. Submit all required application materials to the City of Etowah Codes
Enforcement Officer located at Etowah City Hall, 723 Ohio Avenue, Etowah, TN.
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PROCEDURE: How is an Application for a Certificate of Design Compliance
Processed and Approved?
1. APPLICATION. A current copy of design documents and a Certificate of Design Compliance application
must be filed with the City of Etowah Codes Enforcement Officer prior to the issuance of a building
permit and/or prior to the commencement of any work.
2. NOTICE. Within five (5) days of receipt of a Certificate of Design Compliance application, notice of the
application shall be posted on the property for at least ten (10) days. Notice of the application shall
also be provided to owners of adjoining property establishing a ten (10) day period in which the
owner/lessee may submit written comments to the Codes Enforcement Officer to be considered at the
Design Review Hearing.
3. DESIGN REVIEW HEARING. Upon receipt of a complete application, the Etowah Design Review
Commission will hold a public hearing to review the application, take comments and approve or
disapprove the Certificate of Design Compliance. Hearing dates will be held at least monthly. Hearings
on applications will be held within fifteen (15) days of the filing of a complete application. Following
the public hearing, the Design Review Commission will confirm compliance or non‐compliance with the
City of Etowah’s adopted Design Guidelines. Within ten (10) business days of the public hearing, the
Design Review Commission will issue an approval or denial to include written findings, conclusions and
conditions of approval, if any, supporting the decision. The owner and/or applicant will be provided
with a copy of the decision. A copy will also be forwarded to the City of Etowah Codes Enforcement
Officer. Any specific conditions of approval as identified in the approval documents shall be attached
to design or construction documents prior to the issuance of any building permits and start‐work
permits. No subsequent changes can be made to the approved application without the additional
reviews and approvals.
4. APPROVAL/PERMITS. Upon the issuance of a Certificate of Design Compliance by the Design Review
Commission, (and any other applicable code or permitting requirements) the Codes Enforcement
Officer may issue a building permit and a start‐work permit. An applicant shall have six (6) months
from the date of issuance of a Certificate of Design Compliance to secure a building permit for the
approved specified improvements, or the Certificate of Design Compliance shall become null and void.
Following the issuance of a Certificate of Design Compliance, the applicant may submit for review and
approval, other applications (including building, sign and demolition permit applications) that are
necessary for the proposed project, in accordance with the City of Etowah’s standard processes for
reviewing and approving such permit applications. All such applications must be consistent in every
way with the Certificate of Design Compliance and any required changes to conform to the intent of
the Guidelines.
5. DENIAL. If the review finds the proposed work will adversely affect or destroy a significant
architectural detail or heritage feature of the exterior of any site, building, structure or other heritage
aspects within the Heritage Commercial District of Historic Etowah, or is inconsistent with the Design
Guidelines, the applicant will be advised in writing of the disapproval. As appropriate, any required
changes to the application that are deemed necessary to ensure the exterior changes and alterations
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conform to the intent of the Design Guidelines for the Heritage Commercial District of Historic Etowah
must be implemented.
6. APPEALS. The applicant or the property owner may appeal the decision of the Design Review
Commission to the Etowah Regional Planning Commission. A Notice of Appeal must be officially
submitted in writing to Etowah City Hall within ten (10) days of the final decision of approval or
disapproval. Any appeal must be addressed by the Etowah Regional Planning Commission in a public
hearing at its next regularly scheduled meeting, unless such meeting is less than five (5) business days
from the receipt of the written appeal. A copy of the Notice of Appeal shall be posted on the property
for a period of ten (10) days after filing. A notice of the Etowah Regional Planning Commission meeting
to consider the appeal must be provided to anyone who made comments in the original review
process. The public hearing on the appeal will be held to review and obtain input from the
owner/applicant and any persons with adjacent property potentially affected by the final decision
concerning approval or disapproval of the Certificate of Design Compliance. The decision of the
Etowah Regional Planning Commission on appeal will be final.
7. RESUBMISSION. An application, once denied a Certificate of Design Compliance may not be
resubmitted without incorporating changes to the application which are necessary for approval to the
same.
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Glossary of Terms
Building or Structural Terms:
Architectural Detail:
The features, characteristics, materials, craftsmanship or physical features of a specific element of a building
or structure.
Building:
Any built structure such as a house, barn, church, hotel or similar constructions created to shelter any form of
human activity.
Building Footprint:
The amount and shape of land covered for a specific building or structure (improved or unimproved) as
detailed, defined and illustrated in the official recorded plat for each particular site in question.
Building Massing:
The relationship of the size, proportion and shape of parts of a building/structure relative to the size,
proportion and shape of parts of other buildings/structures nearby.
Building Materials:
Materials accurately reflecting the history and heritage of buildings and streetscapes and/or their approved
substitutes.
Building Scale:
The relationship of the building/project to the size of the buildings/structures around it.
Building Setback:
The location of a specific building/project facade in relation to how it relates to the front edge of other
building facades nearby – in line, without angles or setbacks from existing sidewalks or streets.
Building Size:
The relationship between the height, width and depth of a specific building/project and to the height, width
and depth of other structures nearby.
Cornice:
An architectural term pertaining to a horizontal molding or detail at the top of a wall or facade.
Environment Context:
The overall relationship between a structure or building/project to its natural and man‐made surroundings.
Facade:
The front of a building or any face/side of a building with special architectural treatment and/or observable
finishes and colors.
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Fenestration:
The placement, style and materials for openings in building facades such as windows and doors.
Soffit:
An architectural term pertaining to the exposed underside of an overhead component of a building such as an
eave or other projecting covering.
Streetscape:
The whole of the environment along a street or highway that includes building facades, sidewalks, lighting,
landscaping, fencing, amenities for seating, signage, monuments, historic markers and other exterior aspects
that pedestrians or people in vehicles perceive and experience as they move along the sidewalk or street that
is used to soften and blend a specific project with its surroundings.
Structure:
A term for any natural formations or man‐made objects deemed valuable to the community that should be
maintained due to historic and heritage reasons, often used to distinguish specific types of functional
constructions from those usually associated for purposes other than creating shelter.
Transom:
An architectural term pertaining to a smaller window located above a door or window.

Other Terms Related to Design Guidelines
Alteration:
Any act or process that changes one or more exterior component (top/roof, front, back, sides and foundations
of structures, paved parking surfaces and any other exterior finished surface buildings); including but not
limited to primary and secondary buildings, service areas, secondary entrances/exits, rear/side parking and
any other exterior functions of a building, structure or streetscape; including physical features of an area, site,
place, or structure, or the erection, construction, or removal of any structure located within the Heritage
Commercial District of Historic Etowah.
Certificate of Design Compliance (CDC)
An order issued by the city of Etowah Design Review Commission indicating approval or disapproval of plans
for alteration, construction, or removal of material affecting a designated building, structure, landmark, or
property within the Heritage Commercial District of Historic Etowah.
Design Guidelines:
A set of guidelines adopted by the City of Etowah to serve as a visual and graphic aid in describing acceptable
alterations for designated properties within an defined district, including illustrations for easy interpretation of
the intent of the guidelines by most property owners.
District:
An area or region set aside or grouped together as one specific area for administrative purposes.
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Heritage:
Defined broadly, it includes all environments passed down from previous generations which current residents
value for reasons beyond utility. Such environments include landscapes, streetscapes, real property and other
historic or culturally significant community real estate that record and express Historic Etowah’s long process
of cultural development.
Ordinary Maintenance:
Activities relating to a property that would be considered ordinary or common for maintaining the property,
such a replacement of a broken window or repair of a failing roof. Ordinary maintenance involves the
replacement of existing materials with identical or approved in‐kind materials, finishes, textures and color
ranges. Any paint or stain requires a color approval unless the paint is a “repaint” of a previously approved
color on record as approved for the particular project.
Owner:
The individual, corporation, partnership, or other legal entity who has the ownership, dominion, or title of
property, and who is responsible for payment of ad valorem taxes on that property including Lessor or Lessee
if responsible for payment of ad valorem taxes.
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